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Abstract. Inverse Laplace transformation of seemingly trivial identities is used to derive

novel integral relations among ordinary and modified Bessel functions.

Consider the seemingly trivial identity

(1) exp (+a/p) exp (—a/p) = 1,    a > 0, real ;

where p denotes the Laplace transform variable. This relation is of some significance

in the theory of wave propagation in linear dispersive media, where it relates to the

restoration of distorted signals [1]. For convenience Eq. (1) may be given in the

more extended form

(la) '-6Xp (+a/p) ~~ 1^exp (-a/P) - 1] = [1 - exp (+a/p)]

4- [1 - exp (-a/p)] .

If one applies standard rules of inverse Laplace transformation [2] to Eq. (la),

one obtains

(^-)1/2(/1((4ai)1/2) - J,((4a01/2))

(2) V   '
ft   / \ 1/2/      \ 1/2

= Jo\T^-T)    \f)    M(4«(*-r)>1/Vi((4«r)1',)<irl

which by variable substitution assumes the more convenient forms

(3a) -Z- = /   -71-17T7Í-di.
h(x) - Ji(x)       ['Iijtf - f)l/,)J&)

x Jo (x2 - s2)1'2

[T/2

= I   Jl(
J n

(3b) =  /      Ji(xúxv â)h(xcos û)dû.
J o

This relation appears to be novel. Its derivation from similar integral relations

in the literature requires a nontrivial effort. During examination of the manuscript,

two referees derived Eq. (3b) independently. Their approach will now be sketched.

The first is as follows : Expand Ii on the right-hand side of Eq. (3b) in powers of

cos d. Integrate term by term using Eq. (2) on p. 374 of Watson's book [3]. Apply

the definition of the Lommel functions sßtV(z) from p. 345 of Watson and carry out

the summation, allowing for the identity Eq. (9) on p. 141 of Watson. This yields

the left-hand side of the present Eq. (3).

The second approach starts from Eq. (25) on p. 299 of the book by Luke [4].

The integral of this formula reduces to the present integral by the choice p = v =

a = ß = \, w = iz. Luke's formula gives the result as an infinite sum over generalized

hypergeometric functions. In the present case the series expansion of these functions
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terminates, since at least one of the upper indices is a negative integer. The original

generalized hypergeometric functions 3^2 may be reduced to functions of the type

2F1 and then to elementary expressions involving only integers. The resulting series

can be shown to represent the left-hand side of the present Eq. (3).

It should be noted that Eq. (3) is not a special case of the formula Eq. (31) on

p. 301 of Luke.

Other integral identities may be generated by inverse Laplace transformation of

similarly trivial identities. For example, from

(4a) exp (a/p) exp (a/p) = exp (2a/p)

and its reciprocal

(4b) exp ( — a/p) exp ( — a/p) = exp ( — 2a/p)

one finds

/•x/2

(5a) 21/2Ii(21/2x) - 2Ii(x) = x h(x sin û)Ii(x cos ê)dû

and

/•t/2

J n
(5b) 2Ji(x) - 2lllJi(2llx) = x /      Ji(x sin ê)JY(x cos û)dû .

J 0

Similar integral relations are obtained by considering transformations leading

to other orders of Bessel functions [5]. For example, from

(6a) (1/p) exp (-a/p) exp (a/p) = \/p

(6b) (1/p) exp (a/p) exp (-a/p) = 1/p

(6c) (1/p) exp (a/p) exp (a/p) = (1/p) exp (2a/p)

(6d) (1/p) exp (-a/p) exp (-a/p) = (1/p) exp (-2a/p)

one obtains after transformation

/•f/2

(7a) /      Jo(x cos û)h(x sin d)x cos âdâ — 1 — Jo(x)

/ h(x
J   ft

(7b) /      Io{x cos â)Ji(x sin â)x cos add = IB(x) — 1

/

0

ir/2

(7c) /      Io(x cos â)h(x sin û)x cos ûdû = I0(2 ' x) - h(x)
J 0

/■»/2

(7d) /      Jo(x cos û)Ji(x sin d)x cos Mt? = J0(x) - J0(2U2x) .
J 0

In general, these and similar integral relations among Bessel functions may be

generated by inverse Laplace transformation of functions of the type

(8) f(p)-g(p) = fi(p) + gi(p).
In the example of Eq. (la) above, f — fi and g — gh but this need not be the case.
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It is perhaps surprising that the powerful methods of Laplace transformation

were not employed more frequently in the development of the theory of Bessel

functions. This probably has historical reasons in that the theory of Bessel functions

was virtually completed before the theory of Laplace transforms was developed.
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